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OTTAWA – The federal government should not debate future plans to legalize marijuana in Canada

until public opinion has been polled first, a leading medical ethics expert says. Currently,
parliamentarians can only vote to legalize cannabis but they cannot vote on what kind of cannabis

access the country will have in the future. We apologize, but this video has failed to load. tap here to
see other videos from our team. Try refreshing your browser, or Public poll needed before future of

legal pot debated: Top medical ethicist Back to video Dr. Harold Berman, emeritus professor of
medicine at the University of Toronto, said it’s important that Canada reflect public opinion when it

comes to legalizing marijuana. “The fact that it’s in the Bill of Rights, it’s in the Criminal Code,
notwithstanding whatever other change the Government of Canada might wish to make in the

future, is because the Constitution recognizes that this is a civil right,” he said. “The fact that there is
a Bill of Rights is recognized as a civil right. The fact that it is in the Criminal Code is acknowledged
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